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Abstract: The Resilience Articulation Point (RAP) model aims at provisioning researchers and developers with a probabilistic fault abstraction and error propagation framework covering all hardware/software
layers of a System on Chip. RAP assumes that physically induced faults at the technology or CMOS
device layer will eventually manifest themselves as a single or multiple bit flip(s). When probabilistic
error functions for specific fault origins are known at the bit or signal level, knowledge about the unit
of design and its environment allow the transformation of the bit-related error functions into characteristic higher layer representations, such as error functions for data words, Finite State Machine (FSM)
state, macro-interfaces or software variables. Thus, design concerns at higher abstraction layers can be
investigated without the necessity to further consider the full details of lower levels of design. This paper
introduces the ideas of RAP based on examples of radiation induced soft errors in SRAM cells, voltage
variations and sequential CMOS logic. It shows by example how probabilistic bit flips are systematically
abstracted and propagated towards higher abstraction levels up to the application software layer, and
how RAP can be used to parameterize architecture-level resilience methods.
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Abstract
The Resilience Articulation Point (RAP) model aims at provisioning researchers and developers with a probabilistic fault abstraction
and error propagation framework covering all hardware/software layers of a System on Chip. RAP assumes that physically induced
faults at the technology or CMOS device layer will eventually manifest themselves as a single or multiple bit ﬂip(s). When
probabilistic error functions for speciﬁc fault origins are known at the bit or signal level, knowledge about the unit of design and
its environment allow the transformation of the bit-related error functions into characteristic higher layer representations, such as
error functions for data words, Finite State Machine (FSM) state, macro interfaces or software variables. Thus, design concerns
at higher abstraction layers can be investigated without the necessity to further consider the full details of lower levels of design.
This paper introduces the ideas of RAP based on examples of radiation induced soft errors in SRAM cells, voltage variations
and sequential CMOS logic. It shows by example how probabilistic bit ﬂips are systematically abstracted and propagated towards
higher abstraction levels up to the application software layer, and how RAP can be used to parameterize architecture-level resilience
methods.
Keywords: Cross-layer SoC resilience, probabilistic dependability modeling, SRAM error models, critical charge, transient soft
errors, permanent aging defects, error abstraction, error transformation, system-level failure analysis, resilience articulation point

1. Introduction / Motivation
Nanometer feature size CMOS technologies are susceptible
to a variety of dependability threats affecting all abstraction layers of a System on Chip (SoC). A non-exhaustive list of examples for possible errors and their corresponding root causes are:
Intermittent or permanent bit ﬂips (SEU, SET) in memories as
well as combinatorial and sequential logic due to radiation induced charge separation in the CMOS substrate; Transient signal integrity degradations and register timing violations due to
capacitive coupled cross-talk or NBTI aging; Irreversible electromigration damages on interconnect wires due to excessive
current densities or temperature hotspots, possibly in combination with manufacturing process variations.
Depending on the where and when such faults occur within
an SoC, they either have no effect at all on the SoC behavior
(because the fault is masked by other circuit conditions), cause
an erroneous function output or data structure corruption or, in
the worst case, result in a system crash.
While all of the above referenced faults originate at the lowPreprint submitted to Microelectronics Reliability

level process or CMOS technology layers, the resulting errors
and failures manifest at, and may propagate through, all hardware/software abstraction layers. Consequently, countermeasures have been elaborated to conquer these various error symptoms at each abstraction layer. However, it is not clear upfront,
which fault type or error is most effectively tackled at what abstraction layer and by what form of countermeasure. Detecting
and correcting an error directly at the level where it occurred
may be possible but may not be the most efficient mean. For
example, hardening SRAM cells against radiation-induced bit
ﬂips by means of using larger-sized transistors comes at the expense of an area increase for each and every SRAM cell within
the memory array. Applying information redundancy techniques in form of error detection and correction coding (ECC)
during memory write/read operations typically results in much
less area overhead and may achieve the same result.
To effectively tackle these challenges while not compromising any performance targets, the ability to model and evaluate
the various faults and errors at and across all SoC abstraction
layers is a necessity. It is the declared objective of the German
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microprocessor designs) are vital for the expressiveness of a
RAP-based dependability assessment. However, it is not the intention of RAP (and beyond its abilities) to consider error and
transformation functions to be an integral part of RAP. Neither
is RAP a tool to develop such functions. RAP rather provides a
framework where different fault origins, each being expressed
as probabilistic bit error functions for a particular signal, can
be accumulated to represent an error function covering several
physical shortcomings. Even when this accumulation and individual error models are approximate, they relief the SoC designer with expertise at higher abstraction levels from the details of the technological and device level aspects of SoC. This
concept is applicable at each abstraction level including and
above the bit or signal level.
Cross-layer approaches are suggested in related work as
feasible techniques to enhance reliability of complex systems ([2],[3]). RIIF [4] proposes a standard language to foster
exchange of reliability information and models among components at different levels and different EDA tools. Fault and error
modeling in the space and time domain has a long tradition in
the LSI testing community. The generalized conditional line
ﬂip model [5] allows speciﬁcation of Boolean and temporal
activation conditions. Excessive process variations may cause
test invalidation of delay tests which threatens product quality.
Probabilistic fault modeling aims to quantify the quality of the
test and ﬁnal product w.r.t. the parameter space in spite of high
uncertainty of variations [6].
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 3 introduces the basic assumptions of our probabilistic error modeling under environmental, process and system state related constraints. A realistic SRAM circuit was used as example
in Section 4 to calibrate the analytical model with real hardware
for the fault scenario of radiation induced bit ﬂips (soft errors).
This is followed by a generalization of the SRAM fault model
towards combinatorial and sequential logic circuits. Section 5
and 6 describe how the RAP bit ﬂip model is propagated towards higher abstraction levels up to the software application
layer.
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Figure 1: Cross-layer representation of faults, errors, and failures with bit ﬂip
as Resilience Articulation Point

Research Foundation (DFG) Priority Program SPP1500 ”Dependable Embedded Systems” to develop new cross-layer design methods and architectures for coping with reliability, performance degradation and increasing power dissipation issues
when migrating to new CMOS technology nodes [1].
The proposed Resilience Articulation Point (RAP) method is
the result of several working group meetings among SPP1500
partners and aims at provisioning a probabilistic error modeling
and bottom-up error abstraction / transformation framework to
characterize errors at different SoC hardware and software layers.
2. Resilience Articulation Point (RAP) Model
The RAP model is based on three principal pillars: First, the
hypothesis that whatever physical phenomenon is the root cause
for a fault, if it is not masked (i.e. eliminated), it will manifest
with a certain probability as a permanent or transient singleor multi-bit signal invalidation, modeled by a probabilistic error function Pbit . Second, cross-layer dependability optimization requires probabilistic methods for reliability modeling in
order to cope with, abstract and quantify the impact of complex low-level fault exposures at higher levels. Third, transformation functions TL convert probabilistic error functions PL
at abstraction level L into probabilistic error functions PL+i at
level(s) L + i (i 1).
In graph theory, an articulation point is a vertex that connects
sub-graphs in a biconnected graph, and whose removal would
result in an increase of the number of connecting arcs within the
graph. Translated to our domain of dependability challenges in
SoC systems, spatially and temporally correlated bit ﬂips represent the single connecting vertex between lower layer fault
origins and the upper (hour glass) layer error and failure models of HW/SW system abstraction (see Fig. 1).
Error functions for different fault origins (radiation, aging,
crosstalk or thermal hotspots, to name a few) and error transformation functions (such as for determining silent data corruption (SDC) or detected uncorrectable error (DUE) rates in

3. The Lower Half Of The Hour Glass
The task of an error model at the lower levels is to describe
the probability of an occurring bit error as a function of parameters that may change during system design or operation.
We propose to model the error probability P of a bit by an
error function F of three parameter vectors: Environmental and
operating conditions E, design parameters D, and (error) state
bits S.
P = F (E, D, S)

(1)

This generic model has to be adapted to every circuit component and fault type independently. This enables then the modeling of different components (e. g., SRAM or latches) and different errors (e. g., soft errors or timing violations).
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3.1. Environmental and Operating Conditions E

Technology/VDD
Internal node Q @ 1

Almost all the functionality of a circuit is dependent on its
environmental conditions. Device temperature and supply voltage values determine the electrical properties of all components
in the circuit. Circuit age changes electrical properties such as
threshold voltage. Other possible parameters include clock frequency or neutron ﬂux density.
These parameters represent an interface to either user decisions or other models in the design process. For example, in a
simpliﬁed analysis supply voltage might be a ﬁxed value, while
in a more detailed analysis it might come from some more advanced model [7].
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During the design stage several decisions have to be made.
For example, shall arithmetic adders follow a ripple-carry or
carry-lookahead architecture (enumerative decision)? What
technology node to choose (discrete decision)? How much area
should one SRAM cell occupy (continuous decision)?
This allows the designer to make trade-offs between different
decisions which all inﬂuence the error probability.
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To model the dependence of the error probability on location,
circuit state, and time it might be necessary to include several
state variables.
These state variables lead to a model which is built from conditional probabilities P(b1 |b2 ), where the error probability of
the bit b1 is dependent on the state of the bit b2 .
For example, the failure probability of one SRAM cell depends on the error state of neighboring SRAM cells due to the
probability of Multi Bit Upset (MCU) [8]. For an 8T SRAM
cell it also depends on the stored value of the SRAM cell as
the bit ﬂip probability of a stored one is different from a stored
zero.
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Figure 3: Dependence of Qcrit on VDD for different technologies for a 6T SRAM
cell.

4.1. SRAM Bit Errors
One common example where bit ﬂips are encountered in a
chip is an SRAM cell. We will show in this section how we can
model the bit ﬂip probabilities in an SRAM array by using the
generic model from Section 3.
A bit ﬂip in an SRAM cell occurs for example when a particle
strike induces enough charge on a point within the cell to cause
a ﬂip in the cell’s content. Thus, a bit ﬂip model for this effect
requires the critical charge to ﬂip a cell as well as a distribution
describing the probability of charge injection (see Fig. 2).
The critical charge which is required to ﬂip a cell can be
characterized for a given cell architecture using SPICE simulation [10]. Variation of environment temperature or cell supply
voltage introduces a dependence of the critical charge Qcrit on
environmental conditions (Fig. 3). The dependence on design
parameters can also be characterized in a similar way, and the
inﬂuence of cell area can be modeled by varying the size of
the transistors inside the SRAM cell. This results in a discrete
model for the critical charge Qcrit dependent on environmental
and design parameters. Fig. 3 shows the Qcrit dependence on
the different supply voltages.
Fig. 4 shows the distribution of Qcrit for varying process parameters in a 14 nm FinFET technology for a 6-transistor and

3.4. The Error Function F
The error function F ﬁnally takes the three parameter sets E,
D, and S and returns the corresponding bit error probability.
The error function is unique for a speciﬁc type of fault and
for a speciﬁc circuit element. It might be possible to express
the error function by simple analytical formulas. On the other
hand, the error function might also require a non-closed form
representation, e.g., a timing analysis engine or a circuit simulator.

4. Examples for Low-Layer Error Models
In the following sections we describe bit ﬂip error models of
SRAMs and combinational or sequential logic cells. Similar
methods were presented in [9].
3
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an 8-transistor FinFET technology. According to [11] we modeled mask offsets, line edge roughness, random dopant ﬂuctuations, metal gate granularity, and oxide thickness variations.
Obviously, 8T SRAM cells require more injected charge to ﬂip
the cell content, which makes them more resilient against soft
errors. The obtained distributions can be used to introduce parametric yield as a parameter in the model.
For the second part of the model in Fig. 2 we need the probability that a charge which is larger than the critical charge is injected by a particle strike. The probability that a neutron from
the environment strikes the cell can be modeled by a Poisson
process [12]:
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Figure 6: SRAM error probabilities for 6T and 8T cells in the presence of
voltage drops for a 65 nm technology. The soft-error rate relates to a storage
period of 10 µs.

(Φ · A · T )k
(2)
k!
This equation expresses the probability that the number N(T )
neutrons hitting an area A during the time interval T which is
exposed to a neutron ﬂux Φ is k. The neutron strike may be
followed by the generation of electron-hole pairs, which have
the potential to change the charge stored on the capacitances
inside the chip. We assume in the following that the probability
distribution of injected charges due to a neutron strike follows
an exponential distribution [13]:
!
Qinjected
1
exp
(3)
fQ (Qinjected ) =
Qs
Qs
P (N(T ) = k) = exp ( Φ · A · T )

Multi Bit Upsets we therefore have to add error state variables
to the model. For this we ﬁrst have to characterize the occurrence probability of given shapes [15]. Using these occurrence
probabilities we can account for Multi Bit Upsets using conditional probabilities which determine the probability that an
adjacent cell is upset given the upset of spatially close cells [8].
Figure 5 shows the conditional probabilities of having n additional upsets given a erroneous bit in an SRAM cell array due
to MBU for different technologies.
SRAM cells can also experience intrinsic errors, such as
functional or delay errors. The probability of these errors is
strongly related to the supply voltage at which the cell is operated. Thus, voltage drops in the system are also a possible
source of additional errors. Figure 6 shows these error probabilities for 6T and 8T SRAM cells for a 65 nm technology, which
were characterized by extensive Monte Carlo simulations [17].

The parameter Q s is the charge collection slope due to one
neutron strike, which is technology dependent [10]. The probability PSEU of a cell ﬂip, and thus a bit error Pbit (~x, t), can then
be composed from the critical charge of the cell Qcrit (Fig. 3)
and Equation (3):
Z 1
PSEU (Q Qcrit |Node Q = 1) =
fQ (Q)dQ
(4)

For comparison the error probability due to soft errors is also
shown which is much smaller in this case. Thus, if stringent
power requirements exist—as it is for example the case in low
power systems—the error rate might be dominated by voltage
drop related errors. The error probabilities shown in Fig. 6 can
be well approximated for 65 nm by linear or piece-wise linear
functions in semi-logarithmic representation [18]:

Qcrit

With increasing integration density the probability of Multi
Bit Upsets (MBU) increases. Possible reasons for this include
the successive hit of multiple storage nodes by the same neutron
or shared charge to adjacent cells [14]. To correctly account for
4

logic, interconnect wires, external interfaces and memory arrays, and thus cover all fundamental functional building blocks
of SoCs or computing architectures.
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5. The Upper Half of the Hour Glass
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Bits or individual signals are meaningful targets for describing errors at the transistor, logic gate and RT levels of abstraction. At higher layers, compounds of multiple signals/bits, referred to as data, control or address words, FSM state vectors,
variables, interfaces or data structures, are more intuitive and
descriptive, particularly for software developers (see Fig. 8).
On the other hand, a memory data word is nothing but a bundle
of multiple (say 32) consecutive memory cells or memory bits.
Thus, when assuming individual bit errors Pbit (~x, t) in space ~x
and time t within memory cells to be independent, one can determine the approximate Pword (~x, t) error probability by the following concrete transformation function T bit :

clk

clk

T Setup

T Hold

Figure 7: Bit ﬂip as result of SEU or SET.

P6T,cell fail = 10 11.7·VDD /V+5.6
(
10 20·VDD /V+7.8
P8T,cell fail =
10 40·VDD /V+21.8

(5)
if VDD  0.7 V
if VDD > 0.7 V

(6)

Pword (~x, t) = T bit

4.2. Combinatorial and Sequential Logic

Pbit (~x, t) = 1

Y

(1

Pbit (xi , t))

(8)

xi 2~x

When a neutron strikes a combinatorial or sequential logic
block within the SoC, it will result in a charge separation within
the semiconductor substrate material which may lead to a voltage pulse on a signal wire line (see signal A in Fig. 7).
The temporal width of the voltage pulse again depends on the
energy of the particle, the technology feature size, the capacitive load of the signal, the supply voltage (in other words, on
the E, D, and S parameters in Equation (1)). However, the voltage pulse only results in a functional error (i.e. a false bit value
latched into the following register stage affecting signal Y), if
the pulse propagates from the location of occurrence to the register stage on a combinatorially sensitized path and overlaps
with the critical time window ∆T crit = T Setup + T Hold around the
active clock edge. Otherwise, the pulse will be masked out and
thus, never be noticed. The probability for a bit error Pbit (~x, t)
within sequential logic again is spatially (where in the combinatorial net did the strike occur) and temporally (what is the
combinatorial path delay between strike location and register
input) correlated with the fault and, with the probability Psense
to have a sensitized path to the register, approximated as:
Pbit (~x, t) ⇡

T Setup + T Hold + t p
· Psense · PSET
T clk

The derivation of word error probabilities under consideration of correlated data bits and interleaving is also possible. We
refer to [19] for a more complete discussion of this more complex case.
When operand variables of arithmetic operations are stored
in an SRAM memory array, then Pword (~x, t) describes the probability with which these variables contain erroneous data. In
case the same variables are kept in the CPU register ﬁle, then
a different Pword (~x, t) describes the trustworthiness of the contents of the register ﬁle. The two Pword (~x, t) probabilities are
different because the technological (D) and state-related constraints (S ) of SRAM arrays and a register ﬁles are different.
Pword (~x, t) can also incorporate potential dependability countermeasures applied at word level abstraction layers (e. g., ECC
detecting and correcting up to k bit errors per word). In case
of ECC protection, only N > k accumulated bit errors within
one and the same data word and between two consecutive write
refreshes will result in a word / variable error. N < k bit ﬂips
per data word remain invisible (i.e., are masked) for the software layer. Hence, an ECC protected memory has a different
Pword (~x, t) than a non-protected memory, although both may
have the same bit level Pbit (~x, t).
Similar, the vulnerability of data, address and control word
transports on on-chip buses, or the data transformation within
the combinatorial logic blocks of a CPU data path or FSM control structure can be expressed as Pword (~x, t). At higher abstraction layers, the units of words, or compounds of words
referred to as interfaces (or data structures), substitute bits or
signals. Corresponding interface related probability functions
Pinterface (~x, t) are derived from the error probabilities at bit-level
Pbit (~x, t) or word-level Pword (~x, t), plus additional knowledge on
the internal IP block architecture and topology. In other words,
the D and S constraints at the respective abstraction layers represent a transformation model between Pbit (~x, t), Pword (~x, t) and
Pinterface (~x, t).

(7)

Signal Y in Fig. 7 can be considered as an individual bit of
a data word in a sequential data path pipeline or a bit within
a state vector of a control FSM. Upsets on clock trees would
result in multiple (hundreds of) erroneous register contents
(data / control word corruptions). Clock tree upsets can be
modeled as transient bit ﬂips too, but will occur signiﬁcantly
less likely as clock buffers are usually hardened by multiple sequential nMOS and pMOS transistors in the buffer / inverter
designs. A signal degradation on an i/o bit will result in an
interface (control) error at a higher layer of abstraction and is
also in line with the RAP model. In consequence, we now have
a probabilistic bit ﬂip model for combinatorial and sequential
5
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Figure 8: Abstraction and transformation of bit ﬂips in higher system model
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6.1. Data and Instruction Vulnerability Analysis
5.1. Divide and Conquer
Once we can describe the dependability exposure of a complex SoC by probabilistic functions for data bus words and
operand variables, higher layer SoC behavior (hardware architecture and software layers) can again be investigated without
maintaining the complete set of lower layer models. Pword or
Pinterface are adequate representatives of the lower layer errors.
They can be considered as adequate error injection means at,
e.g., architecture or system software levels, thereby replacing
complex lower layer models.
Abstraction level speciﬁc probabilistic error models and
transformation functions can be used for propagating error
models towards higher abstraction levels. Mathematically, this
can be expressed by the following equation and is graphically
depicted in Fig. 9:
PL+i = TL (EL , DL , SL ) PL

A large number of embedded software applications can tolerate certain errors with negligible output quality degradation.
Nevertheless, errors leading to signiﬁcant output deviations or
even system crashes have to be corrected mandatorily. Flexible
error handling requires meta data to indicate the vulnerability of
a given data object or code sequence to errors. This can be accomplished by providing reliability annotations in application
source code, e.g., by means of a binary classiﬁcation into ”critical” and ”non-critical” objects. This information is propagated
throughout the application using static analysis and source or
binary code transformations.
The SPP1500 FEHLER project uses this meta data at compile time to map data and instructions to components of appropriate reliability [20]. In addition, for errors manifesting at
runtime, meta data is used by the operating system to determine the appropriate error correction method considering current resource availability. Lower level RAP word error models
Pword (~x, t) can be used to decide if, when, and how to correct
a given error. This can signiﬁcantly help to assess the overhead required for error correction under different workloads (E
parameter) at runtime. Extensions to the analysis and related
meta data will help to consider additional design (D) trade-offs,
e.g., between output quality, real-time constraints, and energy
consumption.
Instruction Vulnerability Index (IVI) [21, 22] and Instruction
Masking Index (IMI) [23] are alternative approaches providing probabilistic estimations/quantiﬁcations for the vulnerability, masking of application software at various granularities, i.e.
instruction, basic block, and function. The IVI model (Eq. (10))
quantiﬁes the spatial and temporal vulnerabilities of different
types of software instructions in different microarchitecture/RTlevel pipeline stages c 2 C of a given processor according to
their area Ac and error probability PE (c) [21]. It jointly considers the effects of faults in different processor components (spatial), during the execution of different instructions (temporal),
types of errors, (non-)critical instructions, and vulnerable bit
analysis. The error probability PE (c) for each pipeline component c is obtained using the HW-level reliability methods like
EPP [24], CEP [25] and CLASS [26]. These techniques provide probabilistic analysis of error propagation from error site
(Pbit (~x, t) or Pword (~x, t)) to the reachable primary outputs using
topological traversal of the netlist. Moreover, the correlation

(9)

Transformation functions can stretch one or several abstraction levels. The SRAM data word example from Eq. (8) dealt
with two consecutive abstraction levels. Section 6 below will
show cases where transformations cover multiple levels, from
bit to architecture level and word to application software level,
respectively. Abstraction levels not only have speciﬁc transformation functions, but also level speciﬁc environmental, design
and correlated state parameters. Externally imposed workloads
and fault exposure patterns contribute to the environmental dimension, abstraction level related design structures and templates to the design and state related parameters. Dynamic program ﬂow is considered through the workload (environmental
parameters EL ) and, thus, affect the error model at higher abstraction level(s).
6. Transformations, Tools and Applications for the Upper
Half
Transformation functions are essential for raising the level
of abstraction and obtaining application-speciﬁc results out of
RAP-based dependability analysis. However, the transformation functions themselves are not an integral part of RAP. In the
following sections we provide examples of how transformation
functions can be used in the context of RAP-based system analysis and drive architecture related design decisions.
6

DL Comparison for different CGRA slow−down factors s

in propagated errors to multiple outputs as well as multi-cycle
propagation of latent errors in ﬂip-ﬂops and memories are handled by these techniques. The correlation coefficient method is
adopted to obtain error probabilities and correlations of primary
outputs due to a particle strike at internal nodes. Ac is obtained
from the hardware synthesis results.
P
IV Iic ⇥ Ac ⇥ PE (c)
(10)
IV Ii = 8c2C P
8c2C Ac
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IV Iic denotes the vulnerability at a processor component c
(with an architecturally-deﬁned size c ) is given as the product
of its vulnerable periods in that processor component ( ic ) and
vulnerable bits affecting the Correct Execution ( c(v) ), as shown
in Eq. (11). Ac and c(v) capture the spatial vulnerability, while
ic captures the temporal vulnerability.
ic

IV Iic = P

⇥

8c2C

c(v)

T

1.3
[s]

1.4

1.5

1.6
−3

x 10

Figure 10: Write detection latency (DL) comparison with standard deviation
between s = {2, 8, 16} and P(FD) = q = 10 5

and provided to the next higher level of abstraction. Modeling
errors as ﬂips in bits, words, interfaces, or variables is individually covered in existing simulation-based and analytical analysis tools. Here, RAP may serve as an intermediary between
existing analysis tools and techniques; a step towards solving
the problem of cross-layer analysis as, e.g., discussed in [28].
This cross-layer concept behind RAP will also be reﬂected in
the implementation of a recent concept for cross-layer reliability analysis presented in [29].

(11)

c

Pbit AVG (i j)
Pbit AVG ( j)

1.2

TW

c(v) is obtained using the program-level analysis of vulnerable bits [21], bit error probabilities (Eq. (12)) and their correlations [25][26]. The above discussion on IVI model illustrates that how hardware- and program-level error analysis can
be combined to accurately estimate the reliability at higher system layers.

Pbit AVG (i | j) =

1.1

6.3. Architectural Layer Example

(12)

Dynamic Functional Veriﬁcation (DFV) on Coarse Grained
Reconﬁgurable Architectures (CGRA) is a low-cost method to
detect faults in SoCs by computing samples of SoC components on a fault tolerant CGRA [30]. The method provides
fault detection deadlines which are met with speciﬁed probabilities. Speciﬁcation of these deadlines as well as the desired
conﬁdence to meet the latter allows DFV to be optimized for
the actual demand. CGRAs support this optimization through
temporal and spatial mapping. By mapping these components
into the temporal domain, they are deliberately slowed-down by
the factor s to only calculate as many samples as are absolutely
required to have detection latency DL, the time from fault occurrence to fault detection, meet the deadline with the desired
conﬁdence. The usage of fault tolerant CGRAs [31] ensures
that the information thereby acquired is reliable.
However, with the capability to adjust DFV according to
reliability goals, it is important to asses the initial reliability
situation correctly. Prior to the RAP Model, this was mostly
up to experience and experiments, both which left chances
for under- and overestimating the fault occurrence probability
P(FO) and thus also its derivative, the fault detection probability P(FD) = q, which is limited by P(FO) as upper boundary
and which shall be assumed to be equal for simpliﬁcation. In
case of underestimation of P(FO), the risk is deemed lower than
it actually is and system stability is jeopardized. Overestimation
of P(FO) leads to excess checking and thus to a waste of computing power and energy. The RAP model provides a bit ﬂip
probability P, enabling speciﬁc optimization for the actual reliability demand, preventing the aforementioned hazardous scenarios. The following example shall elucidate.

IVI can then be used to derive the vulnerabilities at function,
task, and application program level.
As IVI captures the probability of an error, IMI captures the
software properties of how probable is that this error will ultimately propagate to the visible program output. Hence, IMI
provides a transformation function T covering one or multiple
abstraction layers.
6.2. Tool Perspective
The concept and advantages of RAP as a basic model for reliability considerations in the MPSoC domain can enhance existing and guide future design and analysis tools. As outlined in
Section 4, RAP at the level of bit ﬂips has the potential to close
the gap between (a) lowest-level techniques that are aware of
physical effects and (b) numerous higher-level techniques, e.g.,
from the fault-injection domain like [27]. The latter are agnostic of physical causes but rely on a mathematical description of
an error as a discrete deviation from the expected state occurring deterministically or statistically. Given that the single bit
ﬂip is the smallest functional error unit, no inherent abstraction
prevents the model from being generally applicable by already
neglecting certain aspects. But RAP not only has the potential
to bridge between those two worlds, but it also enhances the heterogeneous higher-level tool landscape by means of providing a
transformation scheme as a step towards a cross-layer tool ﬂow.
As indicated in Section 5.1, the concept behind RAP enables:
(a) An abstraction from concrete fault models, in particular, it
may even already serve as an abstraction for several concurrent
fault models, and (b) different causes of errors can be composed
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Based on the chart in Fig. 10 faults shall be detected within
0.5s with a conﬁdence of 95.6%. If P(FO) is overestimated
(P(FO) > P), a setup with CGRA slow-down factor s = 2
might be used, using a more resources than necessary. Underestimating P(FO) (P(FO) < P) might lead to a solution using
s = 16 which would prevent DFV from ever meeting its goal.
But if P is known upfront through the RAP model, all this can
be prevented. In this case, the optimization algorithm presented
in [30] will suggest a solution of s = 8 and a time window of
T T W = 1.30 ms which will just meet the aforementioned demand.
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6.4. System-level Analysis Examples
As outlined in Section 5.1, transformation functions are an
integral part of the RAP concept to enable the propagation of
low-level effects up to the highest level of abstraction. Therefore, RAP can be used to enhance reliability studies of full application systems. Utilizing RAP in this context allows to draw
connections between occurring effects in an application system
and the underlying fault mechanisms.

1.5

1.5

6.4.1. Distributed Embedded Control Application
Often, it is of interest to not only consider a single source of
unreliability but also other sources such as aging-based permanent faults to decide which effects have the highest impact and
which counter measures to apply. A recent approach presented
in [32] relies on transformation functions from lower levels, see
Section 6.1, and considers soft errors at the level of tasks, i. e.,
Ptask (~x, t) as well as permanent defects of components as derived, e. g., in [29]. The automatic reliability analysis can be
seen as the top-level transformation function to deliver what
could be described as Psystem (~x, t). Based on success trees, a
variant of the well-known fault trees, the proposed method not
only considers multiple transient and permanent faults concurrently, but a carefully introduced structure of the success tree
enables to track a system failure back to the critical effect. The
result of such an analysis for a distributed embedded control application, cf. [33], is depicted in Figure 11. Shown is the classic reliability function, denoting the probability that the system
works correctly until a respective point in time, as well as the
ratio of permanent and transient faults with respect to being the
critical effect that caused the system failure. In the beginning,
most components work properly such that soft-errors are the
dominant source of failure. Over time and with aging effects
taking place, more and more components tend to be permanently defective, making permanent effects the dominant source
of failure. As can be seen, the varying impact of the different
effects over the system’s lifetime can be investigated, enabling
a careful and efficient application of counter measures with respect to the real impact of an effect and the targeted main mission time of a system.

1

1

Power [fW]

⇥
⇤
Probability 10−5

Figure 11: Analysis results of an embedded control application: The reliability
function and the ratio of system failures induced by transient effects of the
software tasks or permanent effects of the hardware over the lifetime of the
system. In the beginning, most hardware components are fault free such that
transient effects are a signiﬁcant cause of system failure. Over time, the aging
and wear-out results in permanent component faults, of course, reducing the
impact of transient effects since there are less and less tasks being executed.
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Figure 12: Trade-off between failure probability and power for different protection solutions for the data cache of an autonomous robot for a system runtime
of 10 seconds.

environment. In [34], we studied the effect of soft errors in
the data cache of an two-wheeled autonomous robot. Using a
fault model as it was presented in Section 4.1, faults can be
injected in the simulation environment. The robot in this simulation was modeled in SystemC/TLM and its environment in
Java. To make the fault injection experiment feasible we used
a Mixture Importance Sampling approach to simulate only relevant scenarios. Using this approach the fault probability of
the whole system can be estimated with high conﬁdence within
1,500 samples. This equals a cumulative simulation time of 2.5
days. We utilized this approach to test the efficiency of different
protection solutions for the data cache in [18].
Figure 12 shows the system failure probability (i.e., the robot
makes a failure in its movement), the probability that a erroneous bit is read from the cache, and the consumed power per
written cache bit for different protection solutions. The probabilities were estimated for a system runtime of 10 seconds.
Protecting the cache by hardening the cells with increased cell
area or supply voltage reduces the probability that an erroneous
bit is read from the cache. The system failure probability is
similarily inﬂuenced. In contrast, the addition of a 1-bit parity
protection with write-through mode behaves differently. With a

6.4.2. Autonomous Robot
Autonomous vehicles can revolutionize public and industrial
transportation systems. For these systems often safety and reliability are a special concern, because of their autonomous nature – especially when the operate with humans in the same
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of 10 4 translates to a voltage value of 820 mV for a 6T cell and
590 mV for a 8T cell architecture. Several resilience actuators
exist which can be applied for different degrees of hardware unreliability in order to mitigate the impact of the hardware errors
on the system performance [18]. No action has to be taken as
long as there is a high hardware reliability, i.e., voltage drops of
no more than 200 mV. Within this area, the receiver shows an
inherent algorithmic error resilience. For a decreased reliability
in which voltage drops up to 300 mV occur, we can react on the
application layer by increasing the number of iterations in order
to regain communications performance. For transient errors,
this leads only to a temporary throughput degradation without
loss of communications performance. When errors occur with
a high probability pb > 5 · 10 5 , application-layer resilience
actuators cannot provide the necessary resilience. On the architectural layer, the contents of the memory can be protected by
a simple 1-bit error correction code. The resilience can be even
further increased on technology layer by employing 8-transistor
(8T) memory cells instead of 6-transistor (6T) cells resulting in
a smaller implementation overhead. 8T memory cells can even
tolerate voltage drops of 500 mV. However, the increase in area
and power is in both cases permanent.
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Figure 13: The system communication performance is gradually decreasing for
random bit-ﬂips in the channel information memory. pb depicts the bit error
probability.

parity protection errors inside the cache occur at the same probability as for the unprotected case, but only data words from the
cache with an even number of errors contribute to system failures. Data words with an odd number of errors are fetched at
the penalty of a cache miss from the better protected memory.
According to Fig. 12, the probability that a faulty data word
is read from the cache decreases as expected, while the overall system failure probability only slightly decreases compared
to the unprotected cache. Thus, we can conclude that most of
the protected data words (i.e., with an odd number of errors)
are anyway masked by the system architecture. The usage of a
fault model directly derived from the technology level provides
here a possibility to make trade-offs between power and reliability while still being able to evaluate the efficiency of different
protection solutions for the overall system.

7. Summary
This paper presented the basic idea of the RAP model, which
is intended to serve as the logical interface point for resilience
analysis between lower (technology, circuit, device) levels of
abstraction and higher levels of system implementation. The
intention behind the development of the RAP model was to allow researchers at all levels of abstraction to be able to clearly
and quantitatively describe the error and fault relationships between these levels in terms of probabilistic models and abstraction transformation functions. Thereby, detailed implementation and technology related aspects of the system are considered
via the lower level models. This property allows the designer to
globally optimize system resilience across all relevant abstraction levels.
The upper levels of the RAP framework are assigned abstract
and meaningful “units of information” to characterize the data
and control entities that are typically processed at the respective HW/SW levels. Probabilistic error functions PL at higher
levels can be derived / transformed out of the probabilistic error
function describing the lower level bit ﬂips.

6.4.3. Iterative MIMO-BCIM Detector
Multiple-antenna or MIMO systems have the potential to increase the data rate of wireless communication systems. They
belong to the most advanced systems in the upcoming 4G and
5G communication standards, and their very high complexity is
a challenge for any hardware implementation. In [35], we studied the effects of hardware errors in the system memories of
a MIMO-BICM receiver on the system’s communications performance because the memories consume a large amount of the
systems area. We found out that especially the memories containing complex-valued data, i.e. the channel information and
the received vectors, are very sensitive. Figure 13 shows the
degradation of the communications performance when errors
are injected in the channel information memory. Up to a bit
error probability of pb = 10 6 the degradation is negligible for
the typical frame error rates (FERs) of a wireless system. Afterwards, the performance decreases gradually with an increasing
pb .
We assume that the memory errors result from supply voltage drops which occur regularly during power state switching.
According to Equations (5) and (6) each bit error probability pb
corresponds to a speciﬁc voltage supply value. For instance a pb
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